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Lust and love collide. And it&apos;s a mess.VICTORIA NICHOLSONHeiress Victoria is about to

embark on a world tour marketing her new advice book for lesbians. The public demands to meet

her socially reclusive girlfriend, the woman of Victoria&apos;s inspiration.Too bad the girlfriend

leaves her. For another woman. (In a RV...)Victoria&apos;s broken heart only sees two options:

cancel the tour, or go alone. Her publisher, however, demands a woman on her arm.Any.

Woman.MADISON RICCIWhen Madison&apos;s boss at the escort agency sets her up with

Victoria, she leaves out one little thing.Namely, that Madison&apos;s new client is a

woman!Madison has never been with a woman before. But two weeks together forces her to choose

between a tenuous love with a woman on the verge of a heartbroken breakdown, or taking her

career to the ultimate level.ONE KISSES. THE OTHER TELLS.Victoria is willing to have a rebound.

Madison is willing to court a new client. Both are going to have to massively compromise if they

want to bring their hot fling back to America.It ain&apos;t gonna be easy!Includes an excerpt of

Blow By An Inconvenient Wind by Hildred Billings
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Victoria was coming home early to let her girlfriend know they were going on a book tour but when

she arrived home she saw her girlfriend, Anna, packing up her stuff to leave with some other

woman. Needless to say, Victoria was heartbroken. Her manager suggested she get an escort to

accompany her on this tour. So they did. Madison was a working girl. She worked for an escort

service. She got an assignment to accompany some one named Victor Nicholson. But much to her

surprise it should have read Victoria. She went along with it. She would be her pretend girlfriend.

Little did they both know they would become attracted to each other and end up in bed together.

Madison had never had anything to do with a woman before so this was new territory. She finally

seduced Victoria and had her show her how it was done between two women. Feelings started to

form for the both of them but neither voiced it. They finally ended the tour and things went back to

normal, not really. Victoria came home to Anna having come back to her in her house. But things

didn't work out and she was eventually kicked to the curb. In the meantime Madison got another job

working for the Chateau, very high class service for the very rich. But her heart wasn't really in it.

She had yet to sleep with a client. They one day Victoria spoke with her neighbors, one of which

worked at the Chateau and they came to a conclusion. Madison was called into the office to be told

she had a benefactor. When she found out who it was she was ecstatic, it was Victoria. They loved

each other and come to an agreement to everyone's benefit. So comes the HEA both Victoria and

Madison deserved. It was a very nice story. I voluntarily reviewed and Advance Reader Copy of this

book.

I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.Cynthia Dane writes high quality F/F erotic

romances. At this point I've read most of her lesbian/bi books and she never disappoints.In Kiss and

Tell, Victoria Nicholson is about to go on a book tour to hawk her latest non-fiction self-help book on

lesbian relationships. The selling point of the tour is her reclusive girlfriend, Anna, who is supposed

to accompany her. But right before they are to leave, Anna packs up her things and goes off with

another woman.Victoria's agent convinces her that the only way the tour will be a success is if she

hires a female escort to pretend to be her gf. Enter Madison, who's worked as an escort for years,

but only with men. She's more than surprised when she learns her new client is a woman, but then

learns that the job will not involve sex.Ultimately, the best laid plans go astray.Many of Cynthia



Dane's books (both those she writes on her own and with Hildreth Billings) are set in her fictional

universe of the ultra-rich, usually involving a couple comprised of one billionaire (or heiress) and one

regular working person. Although these books are mostly erotic romances, Dane never skims on the

romance part and the back and forth ebb and flow of relationships. That's true in this book, which

takes a bit of time to get into gear, but then zeroes in on the push-pull of Victoria and Madison.One

of the great strengths of the book is the glimpse we get into Madison's life as an escort and all she

has to do to keep herself desirable and competitive with other escorts. It was a fascinating and very

non-judgmental view of sex work that makes us sympathize with Madison at the same time that we

grow to love and respect her.

As the author of how-to books for lesbian relationships, Victoria needs her reclusive girlfriend to go

on her book tour. Except when she comes home to discuss the dates and tour locations, Victoria

finds Anna packing her bags and running off with another woman. Her publisher expects a girlfriend

and who that is doesn't really matter. So Victoria is forced to hire an escort to pose as her girlfriend

for two weeks. Enter Madison, who mistakenly thinks her agency is sending her to give a man the

girlfriend experience for two weeks.This story was an amazing journey of a straight escort

connecting to a woman for the first time while trying to figure out her future and a self-help author

and heiress questioning where her relationship went wrong and how she can move forward with

Madison without knowing whether or not what they share is real.As usual, I loved the cameos by

some of my other favorite characters from this Billionaire's universe! I can't wait to see what's in

store for all of these characters!*This is my voluntary review of an advanced reader copy*

This was a different kind of book. Madison's career choice made her happy and brought in enough

money to maintain the lifestyle that her job required. Victoria was very rich, happy and thought she

had it all. So she was gob-smacked when her girlfriend of 5 years left her just before an important

book tour. Madison and Victoria are brought together thru somewhat different circumstances than

usual but there was a definite attraction-----even though Madison is straight and Victoria is not! It

was such fun to witness these ladies coming to terms with their relationship. It brings to the forefront

why honesty is so important. Once they could overcome their personal obstacles----could happiness

finally find the both of them? You really need to read this book to find out. It was nice, too, to meet

up with some old friends found in previous books by these authors. I really enjoyed reading this and

highly recommend you do the same.
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